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Presentation title - edit in the Master slide

Demand Drivers
GSMA Mobile Economy 2021 Report
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Available online: www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy

COREnect Roadmap
Europe’s Perspective on Connectivity
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Available online: https://www.corenect.eu/roadmap

COREnect Roadmap
Mapping 6G goals with subsystems
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Available online: https://www.corenect.eu/roadmap

Diversification Policy Context
Thomas Rumbelow, DCMS

July 2019

“

A national vendor
dependency exposes a
lack of resilience and a
national security risk
10

November 2020

“

A more competitive and
diverse supply market will
increase quality,
innovation and resilience
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Open RAN Principles

35% of UK
traffic over
Open RAN
sites by 2030

1

Open disaggregation

2

Standards-based compliance

3

Demonstrated interoperability

4

Implementation neutrality
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Thank you

Open Networks Programme (ONP)
Forward Look
Mohammad Lari, DCMS
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BEACON-5G
Adnan Aijaz

BEACON-5G* Project in a Nutshell
•

Aims to fill technological gaps in building and commercializing
5G systems based on open interface solutions.

•

Addresses crucial challenges for making 5G Open RAN systems
as efficient, performant, and secure/trustworthy as those based
on conventional deployments.

•

Main deliverable is development and technology trial of a high
TRL O-RAN-compliant 5G system with new capabilities for
meeting future dense urban requirements in local/private as well
as public/carrier deployments.

•

Paves the way toward new business models and facilitates new
players in the value chain, ultimately making the Open RAN
market more diverse/competitive.

* Building REconfigurable, Agile, SeCure, and TrustwOrthy Systems for OpeNness in 5G

Project Lead: Toshiba
Funded Partners: Toshiba, Thales, Attocore,
Coventry University, & South Gloucestershire Council
Suppliers: Bentel, Effnet, Phluido, & Accelleran
20

BEACON-5G: Impact on the Market

•

Competitive edge for 5G Open RAN solutions by (a) bringing conventional 5G capabilities
(e.g., network slicing) and (b) building new capabilities (e.g., software platforms) for Open RAN
systems.

•

Contributing toward maturity of 5G Open RAN systems by (a) end-to-end system integration,
(b) horizontal and vertical technology trials in real-world environments, and (c) better
understanding of cyber security vulnerabilities.
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BEACON-5G: Key Innovations
End-to-End network slicing with tight
functional isolation among slices
Adaptive edge/cloud-centric
deployments and access to services
via a common marketplace

Reconfigurability

Agile service
architecture

Interworking with vendorbased O-RAN components

White-box
components

Cyber security

Real-world
technology trials

Full risk analysis of
interconnected Open
RAN elements

Urban-centric use-cases
from 3 different verticals
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Seeking Collaboration Opportunities with

Projects developing Open RAN system components (particularly RUs and DUs)
Projects focusing on RIC and its role for network management
Projects investigating public-private interworking
MNOs and NHOs

…
Contact: adnan.aijaz@toshiba-bril.com
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Proteus
John Reading

PROJECT PROTEUS

• Open RAN 5G solution architecture that is
abstracted from the underlying hardware platform,
in particular in the PHY / Layer 1
• Developing a PHY L1 solution that is not IP
restricted to a particular CPU vendor and can be
deployed to different platforms with a common
software architecture, from a common code base,
with equivalent functionality and system
performance
• Demonstrate our solution on two platforms: x86
server, and ARM based PCIe inline acceleration
card.
• Deploy this solution on UK5G test network in
Bristol, and at the BT R&D facility Adastral Park.
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Our Impact on the market
The UK's 5G Supply Chain Diversification Strategy (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/5gsupply-chain-diversification-strategy/5g-supply-chain-diversification-strategy) aims to promote a more
distributed supply chain for components.
Proteus delivers this vision and the resilience that comes with it. with a solution that is based on
software implementation using generic compute platforms.
This enables us to play to the strengths of the diverse CPU suppliers, whilst maintaining great
flexibility and agility, while enhancing speed of deployment.
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How are we doing it?
X86 or ARM
NGCo
re

O-CU

O-DU
-

PW - vBBU

O-RU

PW-vBBU

• Focus is L1, within the O-DU
• L1 is the entity most tightly coupled with the CPU (e.g. using
CPU specific instructions), Proteus will implement a New L1
implementation, common architecture, careful segregation of
functions tightly coupled to the CPU architecture.

O-RU

O-RU
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Collaboration possibilities

Proteus delivers a flexible E2E 5G solution with a number of possible deployment
configurations.
Partnerships would be interesting in a range of areas including :
Additional platforms
FrontHaul
Rus
RIC rApps / xApps
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Open RAN - ARTS
Jonny Miller

‘O-ART’ project in a nutshell

ORAN Advanced Radio Test System
In partnership between AceAxis & MAC

An O-DU Emulator/O-RU tester to support
integration and ORAN badging compliance.
The O-ART would provide a standardised, cost-effective, off-the-shelf solution that covers
many of the key RF measurements along with the Open RAN optical interface all in a single
unit.
It will be a solution ideal for development, qualification and manufacturing environments
designed to lower the cost of all tests (development, integration, performance,
certification, regulatory, factory and deployment) while increasing speed, yield and field
reliability
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Our Impact on the market
Open RAN interfaces are clearly defined. Using these interfaces, along with 3GPP definitions creates
the opportunity for the O-ART to become the trusted industry standard for developing 5G radios
Allows radio developers to focus on their areas of expertise, the O-ART will reduce barriers to entry
and encourage 5G radio supply chain diversification
System integrators can be confident that a radio tested on the O-ART will meet their interface
requirements, allowing faster transition to the true plug and play deployment scenarios envisioned by
Open RAN
Standardised test solution will encourage new entrants to focus on innovation of the radio, antenna
and RAN SW whilst supporting fast development and integration of radios
By using O-ART as a validation check before a radio is brought into an integration or network testing lab
(such as the SONIC Lab) it will speed up the integration between the Open RAN DU and the Open RAN
RU
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How are we doing it?
Reducing Total Cost of Ownership
•

Designed from COTS modules and sourced using a mutli-CoO
approach to reduce RnD, Integration, Compliance and
Manufacturing costs for ORAN developers

M-Plane NETCONF
•

Provide the O-RAN M-Plane NETCONF client
connectivity to configure and control the O-RU Under
Test

Modulated playback and capture

CUS-Plane

•

•

Playback and capture of modulated 4G LTE, 5G-NR and custom
waveforms via TRx ports and eCPRI interface.

Provides the required CUS-Plane signaling to the ORU Under Test, via eCPRI

Monitoring
•

LAB NETWORK

Receive notifications of any alarms generated by the O-RU
under test via the M-Plane

TEST PC
TCP/IP NETWORK
Ethernet

Hardware Ready
•

•

To support the ever growing needs of the market the we have
ensured our HW is future ready giving you the edge and agility
to adapt quickly to change.
Roadmap to support LTE/NR/NBIoT demodulation to remove
expensive test equipment licenses in development

Grand
Master
Clock

eCPRI

8TRx (RF Coax)

O-RU
RU UNDER TEST
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Collaboration possibilities with O-ART
Work closely with ORAN Integration labs to provide HW solutions to:
1. Act as an enabler and catalyst for integration activities and provide a reference standard for faster
fault finding.
2. Get feedback from leading customers on what their pain points are so we can bring online features
within the O-ART platform to support
Engage with O-RU and O-DU OEMs to offer:
1. An OTS solution for RnD and Integration tasks
2. Offer a Design as a ServiceDaaS/Test as a ServiceTaaS solutions for manufacturing and qualification
challenges
Offer higher layer (Layer 3+) ORAN developers:
1. An OTS solution for that “last mile of RF”
2. Support with TaaS activities so they can show end to end compliance of their solution
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ORanGaN
Andrew Stokes

Project ORanGaN in a nutshell
Partners
•
•
•
•

Inex Microtechnology – Semiconductor Development and Manufacturing
Custom Interconnect – Semiconductor Packaging and Electronics System Manufacturing
Viper RF – RF Semiconductor Design House
Compound Semiconductor Applications Catapult – RF Semiconductor Device Testing

Main outcome
• To create a sovereign UK supply chain for 5G RF GaN MMICs
• Enabling and driving the creation of new RF products and services that will aid the
diversification and security of the UK’s Open RAN supply chain

Our Impact on the market
ORanGaN is building Open RAN supply-chain resilience, delivering key infrastructure components
designed and manufactured in the UK.
•

Address global semiconductor supply shortage, forecast to continue for 10 years

•

Geopolitical security concerns increase uncertainty of supply

ORanGaN sovereign UK source mitigates security risks
• Risks integrating foreign-sourced hardware into UK 5G infrastructure
• Risk of IP leakage with designs fabricated in the Far East

ORanGaN enables export opportunities for 5G hardware manufactured by UK-based supply chains.
•

Key building block for UK presence in growth semiconductor markets dominated by US and Asia

•

UK supply chain enables specialist manufacture of customised components with secure, ITAR-free supply

How are we doing it?

5G MMIC Design
and Modelling

5G MMIC
Manufacture

COTS Packaging

Viper
RF-GaN
MMIC’s
for some
of
the
leading
5G
CSAC,
part
the
world's
first compound
semiconductor
cluster,
will systems
Inex,
leading
UK
compound
semiconductor
fabrication
and development
CILa designs
is
a ofleading
contract
device
packaging
andworld's
electronics
hardware
manufacturers
and
other
applications
including of
defence
radar
support
thehas
project
with advanced
device
testing,
characterisation,
and
company
significant
experience
in the
development
0.25µm
RFmanufacturer.
and
satellite
communications
systems.
qualification,
accessradar
to theapplications.
Catapult’s expertise
and state
of the
GaN MMIC’sproviding
for defence
INEX will
transfer
this
art
facilities
software
to help
accelerate
the
development
of the devices,
expertise
to and
develop
the RF
GaN
production
processes
for needed
by 5G
With
extensive
experience
packaging
compound
semiconductor
Viper
will
lead
on
device
design
and
PDK,
development
ensuring
project’s
5G MMIC
devices.circuit boards and box build processes that
applications.
assembling
electronics
in the
devices
manufactured
by
Inex
can
be
utilised
in
applications
such
as to
communication sector, CIL will work closely with Inex and Viper
Open
RAN
5G
base stations
and
transceivers.
Working
with
designs
supplied
by5G
Viper,
Inex
will manufacture
develop
low-cost
plastic
encapsulated
packaging
for the 5G MMICs
RF-GaN
for devices.
the project.

Testing and
Characterisation

Together, the ORanGaN consortium will develop a supply chain for the manufacture of key
semiconductor components, offering secure sovereign supply to UK 5G system builders.

Collaboration possibilities
The ORanGaN project would like to engage with 5G system builders to guide the
development of the project’s MMIC devices.
Potential collaborations exist between ORanGaN and the following projects
•
•
•
•
•

Future RAN Radio Test System
Best of British RAN Development
Secure 5G Platform using Novel, Efficient Wideband PA
Flexible, Efficient and High-Performance 5G Open RAN (Flex-5G)
CoMP-O-RAN (Coordinated Multipoint Open Radio Access Network)

Synergies may exist with other FRANC projects; we are eager to explore all
possibilities.
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Scalable OF
Jim Harrison

FRANC project in a nutshell

Scalable Optical Fronthaul for 5G OpenRAN
Rushmere Technology
(British Telecom, Compound Semiconductor Centre, Teropta, Aston University)
Why

o Optical fibre connects radio sites to the exchange
o Fibre networks have traditionally used only 10-15% of fibre wavelengths/capacity
o With 5G fibre becomes a bottleneck unless wavelengths used are scaled

What

o Build multi-wavelength 5G fronthaul OpenRAN optical transponder
o Make it scalable, ie ‘sweat’ the fibre and use ‘all’ (including alien) wavelengths
o Cut costs, reduce fibre rollout requirement and speed up deployment

Scalability
operations
implication

o Tower unbundling of operators
• Operators by tower are already separated on RF
• Now separate operators also optically (secure, separate wavelengths)
40

Our impact on the market

o Tower unbundling
• Operators upgrade one-by-one rather than as tower group
• Enables fine-tuned operator tower strategies and rollouts
o Restore fibre capacity status quo; solve the 5G fibre wavelength constraint
o Flexible design architecture with upgrade capability (without deploying new fibre)
• Light up extra optical wavelengths as data requirements to tower grow
• Add new radio towers without having to install more fibre (‘daisy chain’)
o Hetnets (converged network)
• Use the installed fibre and tower network for new enterprise use
• Early monetisation; generate revenue from 85% unused wavelengths
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How are we doing it?
Problem

o Telecom lasers have suffered from low optical power (transmission reach/bandwidth trade off)
• Changing temperature affects refractive index
• Need to control wavelengths or deploy extra fibre (fibre deployment is expensive!)

Solution

o Legacy: P2P (3G, early 4G)

o First Gen: DWDM (4G)

o Nxt Gen: FS-DWDM (5G)

o Fibre is dedicated to a single
wavelength (each up/down)
o More data needs more, new fibre

o Control some wavelengths via
lower power (amplified) devices
o Accommodates 4G data increase

o High optical power device
to control all wavelengths
o Substitute devices for fibre

o Metro and backhaul
o Intra-data centres
o Exchange/CO to mob tower

o Incremental metro
o Internal data centre
o Daisy-chain mob towers to COs

o Accommodates 5G:
• Data explosion
• Tower proliferation
• Operator unbundling

Market

FS-DWDM P2P

DWDM

FS-DWDM

FS-DWDM

CUT COSTS: wavelengths substitute for fibre
1260

1300

1340

1380

1420

1460

1500

1540

1580

1620

1660
λ(nm)
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Collaboration possibilities

Organize the interface between radio and 100s of separated wavelengths per tower

Interface

Wavelengths = Physical network slices

•
•
•
•

Operators/competitors
Mobile generations (NSA)
Applications (user, IoT)
Customer (enterprise, private network)

Hardware/software
Rules/standards
Wavelength allocation
Network routing
43

Break
July 2022

Towards AI
Bozidar Radunovic

Intro
Consortium partners are leaders in different Open-RAN areas
·
·
·
·

Intel: silicon and signal processing software for 5G RAN (L1)
CapGemini: 5G RAN stack reference design (L2 and L3)
Microsoft: cloud and edge provider, 5G core
University of Edinburgh: research in AI/ML, wireless and 5G

MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Project goals
·
·
·
·

Open platform: anyone can deploy any RAN VF on the platform
Secure: secure deployment processes and attack detection
Carrier-grade: scale, life-cycle mgmt., reliability, single pane of glass
Efficient: power, spectral efficiency, management

· Instrumentation and analytics:
· Detailed RAN and platform instrumentation
· AI/ML to identify and rectify issues

MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Overall Reference Architecture
Cloud

Dashboards
Data
processing

SMO Framework
Backhaul

Data
collection

RAN far edge
VF data

Analytics and
Management

A1P Core

CU

DU

HW and platform data

Edge platform
Telco-grade servers and accelerators

3P switch
Fronthaul

Legend

RU

Management
Analytics
MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Deployment from cloud

First Milestone
5G connectivity

Microsoft core
CapGemini (L3)
CapGemini (L2)

VPN

VPN

Bootstrap VMs

Intel FlexRAN (L1)
Microsoft AODS
RAN far edge
5G phone

Radio unit

vRAN SW
MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Next steps
·
·
·
·

Data collection
Larger testbed deployment
Data processing algorithms
Security principles: design and implementation

MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Du-Volution
Raymond Cassar

5G DU-Volution project in a nutshell

UK 5G DU-Volution
Creating UK solutions supporting supply chain diversity
• Multi-platform integrated compute and transport dedicated
Distributed Unit
• UK O-RAN Solution Integration service
Benefiting industry and society
• Extending O-RAN supply chain and platform choice – increased vendor
selection and upskilling of local (UK) talent
• Reduced power and form factor - improved sustainability and lowering
carbon footprint
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Our Impact on the market
5G DU Volution O-RAN - Evolution, innovation and integration
• Disaggregation of the RAN
But Integration of the infrastructure

Vendor selection freedom
Limit infrastructure churn

• Disaggregation of HW/SW
But integration of the end-to-end solution

Open the door to innovation and flexibility
Develop home-grown 5G talent & O-RAN expertise

• Expansion of supply chain options
reduced complexity

Cultivate UK supply chain of O-RAN products
Reduce risk through simpler solutions

• Improvement of power consumption, form
factor and Total Cost of Ownership

But

Lower carbon footprint and improving local ecology
and streetscape
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How are we doing it?
Create a baseline O-RAN platform
COTS and open ADVA O-RAN lab
York (UK)
Develop AccelerComm FEC and
CommAgility L2
Proof of concept/Prototype platform
X86 In-line Upper L1

Proof of concept/Prototype platform
ARM compute

Neutral Host Platform & Scalable 5G
O-RAN DU
•
•

Private 5G and Public MNO platforms
Improved Power, Form Factor, Supply
Chain and Commercials
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Collaboration possibilities with UK 5G DU-Volution
We are seeking:
• SMO application
• Radio Unit provider
• Test methodologies
• Use cases & models
We can offer*:
• ADVA transport solutions
• ADVA synchronization & timing products
• ADVA O-RAN test lab facilities
• 5G DU-Volution prototypes
*(subject to negotiations)
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Best of British
Peter Gradwell

Best of British: Introducing the M5Q Radio & Eco System

Introducing the M5Q
A high performance, low power 5G small cell for UK
and Export Markets in n77/n78 spectrum.
Lightweight, Power Efficient, lamp post
mounted small cell.
Improved coverage: 3dB gain in uplink
over competitors which means improved
coverage and fewer base stations.

The Telet Network - a full public 5G
Standalone Network
MNO Roaming between other 5G SA networks
SIM Cards + eSIMs + Voice over NR + Data
Really easy radio planning tools to aid deployment &
dynamic spectrum management
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Our Impact on the market

Our mission is to provide the equipment, the infrastructure and the
blueprint to enable citizens to build their own public networks.
A new, UK Mobile Network Operator & Full
Member of the GSMA, focused on 5G – with
roaming.
Creating a new, 100% British Made, 5G Small Cell – the M5Q
Expansion of the AccelerComm PHY Layer, providing UK with highly
performant radio technology
Improved ways of working – ready to support
Dynamic Spectrum Sharing and an
easy to use radio planning tool.
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How are we doing it?
Integrate existing & develop new AccelerComm Intellectual Property in the Upper PHY (where hardware meets software),
with the cellXica radio designs, so that we can make a high performance, low power 5G small cell for deployment within
the innovative Telet 5G Network in UK and Export Markets.
A new “M5Q” 5G SA small cell, designed
explicitly for coverage infill using Shared &
Local Access Spectrum/power constraints

Proof: 100 units of the new M5Q radio
manufactured in Cambridge & deployed
on Telet network sites in urban, suburban
& rural scenarios.

A licensable small cell reference design
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The Telet 5G focused Mobile Network will
gain demonstrated 5G roaming, dynamic
spectrum management operating in a
new security framework to allow
widespread deployment of 5G small cells,
including by MNOs on private
infrastructure.

A new “M5Q”
Radio cellXica

R&D into new, high performance
elements of the “PHY” extending
existing AccelerComm IP
5G-optimised LDPC error correction
decoder achieves significant receiver
gain
Can save 20% on gNodeB equipment
costs
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Collaboration possibilities with Best of British
Telet provide 5G systems integration services & are a 5G focused MNO
Keen to integrate other radio equipment into our network & deploy M5Q units into your
applications in 2023
AccelerComm can support your PHY Development with it’s module library
Design

Build

Operate

Radio Survey & Planning - Identification of
Available & Suitable Spectrum

Site Design & Build - e.g. ISP
Services, Backhaul Design, Installation

Mobile Network Services - Mobile Core “As A
Service” (4G/5G SA/NSA)

Management of OFCOM Application &
MNO engagement for Shared & Local
Access Licencing

Radio Equipment Procurement

Network Monitoring, Management &
Maintenance

User Equipment Selection &
Configuration

SIM Cards & eSIM
Roaming Services from Private Networks onto
Main Networks

peter.gradwell@teletresearch.com 07970030010
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ECORAN
Azza Eltraify

ECORAN project in a nutshell

Energy Efficient Cloudlets for ORAN (ECORAN)
Ultracell Networks Ltd & University of Leeds
To build energy efficient processing cells using a new form of cellular passive optical
networks C-PON for interconnecting servers that are used to implement CU, DU, RIC and
customer data processing and storage. These cells are equipped with ML algorithms
and software to move processing capabilities to where they are needed driven by
customer density and demand by joining modular processing cells through access
networks.
The development of new energy efficient network architectures, algorithms and hardware to
address the needs of emerging ORAN applications and services is of particular importance
currently in the communications field and the wider ICT industrial community as it reduces
OPEX (Energy) and CAPEX (number of servers needed) and opens a door for research
focusing on future adaptive high capacity wireless systems, in particular ORAN systems.
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Our Impact on the market

▪ C-PON can reduce Processing Energy OPEX by 82%.
•
Deployed in the UK it can save £103 million annually.
•
Deployed worldwide it can save £4.2 billion annually which is
equivalent to eliminating the emissions due to all homes in a country
the size of Greece or Belgium.
▪ C-PON can reduce Processing CAPEX by 43% compared to current
network equipment.
•
Mobile Edge Computing spend $11bn by 2024, 52.9% annual growth *
• Global data centre spend $208bn in 2020, 1.9% annual growth **

▪ Providing 100x faster inter-server communications unlocking up to 60x
faster intensive computations.
*https://www.juniperresearch.com/press/press-releases/mobile-edge-computing-spend-reach-11bn-2024
**https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-01-15-gartner-says-global-it-spending-to-reach-3point9-trillion-in-2020
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How are we doing it?
Innovation:

A key innovation in ECORAN is processing steering. The solutions introduced by ECORAN project
reduce the power consumption of the commodity hardware used by introducing novel ways of interconnecting and
manging servers, accelerators, storage and interfaces in small processing cells (cloudlets).

Disruption:

Optical Interconnection Solution. Initial results show that the power consumption of the network
interconnecting the servers can be reduced by around 82% and a similar reduction (around 85%) is observed in
latency by eliminating the hierarchies of the switches that connect the servers in a spine and leaf architecture for
example.

Platform:

The C-PON interconnected servers and accelerators will realise and open high performance compute
platform that can be used to implement different ORAN functions (CU, DU, RIC) and user edge processing.

Workshops/Events:

We expect to exploit our leadership and participatory roles in IEEE initiatives, and in the
academic community to organise events and journal special issues that bring researchers in these areas together.*
We will organise special focussed sessions and workshops at two international conferences in this area (e.g. ICC/GLOBECOM,
ECOC, OFC) enhancing the UK's leadership role in this area.

Standards:

We will also contribute to standards where the PI is currently the chair of the IEEE Green ICT
Standards committee and has successfully introduced 5 standards with a focus on energy efficiency: IEEE P1925.1,
IEEE P1926.1, IEEE P1927.1, IEEE P1928.1, IEEE P1929.1.
*Dissemination will be subject to the terms of the IP agreement.
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Collaboration possibilities with ECORAN

Edge/Fog Network Operators: Vodafone, BT and Orange.
Manufacturers: Rolls Royce, Jaguar, Ford, Nissan and High
Value Manufacturers Catapult.
Data Centre Operators: Google, Microsoft and Facebook.
Vendors: Xilinx, Lenovo, NEC and Nokia.
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ARI - 5G
Vish Mathur

Accelerating RAN Intelligence in 5G project in a nutshell
CONSORTIUM PARTNERS

Goal

Test and measure performance of 5G RAN (in lab and near field setting) for energy
efficiency, spectral efficiency, interference (in Massive MiMO setting) managed through the
use of TIP defined xAPPs and rAPPs, which interface into a multi-vendor Open RAN & RAN
Intelligence Controller stack, built with standards based open interfaces

Beneficiaries
Mobile Operators
•

Lower OPEX & energy
consumption through intelligent
and targeted delivery of network
performance in cell site
geographies where there is citizen
demand for capacity & coverage

AI/ML Application developers
•

Lower barriers to entry for
xApps, rApps developers
because decoupled
dependence on physical
network + proven multivendor interoperability

UK R&D, Testing, Standards
•
•

Vendor compliance to pre
standard E2 interfaces
Input into standards
development for various E2
interface technical
architectural constructs
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Our Impact on the market
1. Lowering the barrier to
entry for RIC & xAPPs/
rAPPs development

•
•

Decoupling the dependency on physical networks
Showcasing opportunity for growth in the AI/ML developer
marketplace and the RAN Intelligence Controller market

2. Multi-vendor
interoperable & intelligent
RAN

•

Pave the way for transition from proprietary based self organizing
network solutions to multi-vendor interoperable intelligent,
software centric RAN networks, built with open interfaces and
managed through AI/ML based solutions

3. Provide a blueprint for
RIC based test beds in UK

•

Provide a solution blueprint for new RIC based test beds in UK

4. Promote & build
international demand for
UK validated RIC based
services

•

Interface into TIP global membership and TIP Open RAN RIA
subgroup and TIP global platform
Interface through TIP into standards bodies e.g. O-RAN
Alliance to promote need for new service forms for E2
interface architecture structures

•
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How are we doing it?
ARI-5G's project outputs, including the enhanced RIC platform, will be built in accordance with the
interoperability, security by design and vendor diversity goals of OpenRAN architecture.
→Accelleran’s RIC provides
open APIs that allow any
vendor to run any xAPP on
the RIC platform

→TIP-RIA has engaged over 90+
vendors to develop 10+ xAPP
solutions that could be tested
on the RIC with added scope
and funding
→Accelleran’s RIC’s integration
with VIAVI's RIC Test enables
evaluation of performance
without native or third party RU,
DU, and CU nodes

→Accelleran’s RIC utilises open E2
interfaces* for third party
vendors to provide the DU and
CU nodes

→ARI-5G’s RIC uses third party DUs
and CUs. This 3rd party integration
could be expanded to other
vendors with added scope and
funding
→ARI-5G is engaging possible
alternative RIC simulator
providers for future engagement
with added scope or funding
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Collaboration possibilities with ARI-5G

Synergies with FRANC winners focused on optimization & algorithm development
• ECORAN
• CoMP-O-RAN
• O-RANOS
• BEACON-5G
Complementary FRANC winners given focus on RAN component level architectures
• Best of British RAN Development
• UK 5G DU-Volution
• Flex-5G
• Towards AI Powered and Secure Carrier Grade Open RAN Platform
UK Testbeds
• Digital Catapult - SONIC
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5G Drive
David Owens

5G DRIVE – What is it?
➢ 5G DRIVE, stands for Diversified RAN Integration & Vendor Evaluation, providing a great way for new
vendors to enter the Market with their RAN Products, that is cost-effective, scalable and secure.
➢ Today, private indoor networks provided by ‘tier 2’ radio vendors are a challenge to integrate, as they
require significant resources, network infrastructure investment and prohibitively high costs for the MNO
(Mobile Network Operator). As well as the resource and cost implications, there are also concerns over
security, operational ownership, training, and uncertainty over regulatory responsibility.
➢ The 5G DRIVE project will provide a solution to this challenge by connecting the private networks via the
new 5G roaming interface: this new architecture will allow us to implement a platform that can apply
security rules before the inbound traffic enters the MNO’s mobile networks too.
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5G DRIVE - Our Impact on the market
➢ The project will pave the way for new suppliers to provide feasible private network RAN solutions
with MNOs, due to the reduced cost, simplicity and scalability of the deployment.
➢ This is the first-time private networks have been integrated into public networks, using this
technique.
➢ This solution also provides carrier grade security to enterprises, using tried and tested IT
philosophies.
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5G DRIVE - How are we doing it?
The 5G DRIVE solution will deliver:
➢ The ability to connect multiple private networks, in an uncomplicated and cost-effective way.
➢ Provide a vendor agnostic integration solution.
➢ A scalable solution that can support larger numbers of non-tier 1 RAN vendors, without having to scale
public operator network integration costs.
➢ Carrier ‘grade’ security, that can simultaneously meet the InfoSec requirements of the enterprises
deploying private networks as well as the public network operators, demonstrated through threat
modelling, analysis, and testing.
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5G DRIVE - Collaboration possibilities

➢ For phase 3 of our project, the 5G DRIVE team would like to collaborate with tier 2 vendors
that would like to test integrating their solution with a simulated public 5G network.
➢ So, if you would like to be part of this exciting project please come and have a chat.

Thank you.
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Secure 5G
Simon Maggs

Secure 5G Project In A Nutshell

“Delivery of an innovative solution for O-RAN which will reduce costs for
owners, break single vendor dependencies, and, by disaggregating hardware
and software suppliers, will enable innovation, flexibility and scalability
without compromising security.”
This is a disruptive project as it is a ‘world’s first’. It brings together an RF
power amplifier company (Slipstream) with an open source base station
developer (Lime Microsystems), a company providing a future proof quantum
encryption capability (Arqit), and a test and support facility, at CSA Catapult
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Impact On The Market / Beneficiaries

Wide band power amplifier

Software defined radio

Software driven and frequency agnostic power amplification de-links
spectrum availability from hardware requirement. Simplifies and speeds
up network planning and deployment, opens new use cases and increases
RAN sharing, thus driving down costs
Highly integrated low power Radio chipsets and modules for a fully
programmable RAN solution, enabling future proof agile deployment of
networks at a fraction of cost and time
Future proof simple drop-in security solution, removes vulnerabilities to
Public Key Infrastructure and assists the secure integration of open source
components. Increases resilience.

Quantum secure encryption
platform

Therefore, the main beneficiary is any organisation looking for an efficient scalable, low cost,
secure 5G O-RAN system, without the limitation of a mainstream, traditional vendor
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How are we doing it?

We are developing a truly open-source platform, by developing a flexible and scalable
system, which is able to meet the 5G O-RAN challenges:
1. Developing an innovative wideband power amplifier focused on Power Efficiency
2. Wideband operation enables improved Spectrum Management
3. Using open-source Software Platforms and a common API, disaggregating software and
hardware supply
4. System Integration is at the core of our modular approach
5. Security through open-source software, enabling e.g. Arqit’s QuantumCloudTM
encryption platform
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Collaboration possibilities with FRANC Projects
We would like to discuss security challenges that each team are facing as part of their project, and identify if there
are some risk mitigation strategies that could be documented, as a part of the Security Collaboration.
Proteus
Towards AI Powered and Secure Carrier-Grade Open RAN Platform
Best of British RAN Development
UK 5G DU-Volution
Energy-efficient Cloudlets for ORAN (ECORAN)
Accelerating RAN Intelligence in 5G (ARI-5G)
5G DRIVE
Flexible, Efficient and High-Performance 5G Open RAN (Flex-5G)
BEACON-5G
O-RANOS
A further online session beyond today’s meet and greet, is likely necessary
Slipstream would like to discuss MMIC with
ORanGan
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Flex - 5G
Oliver Holland

Flex-5G project in a nutshell
Project name: Flexible, Efficient and High Performance 5G Open RAN (Flex-5G)
Project’s main outcomes:
·
·

·
·

End-to-end Open RAN compliant, UK-developed 5G SA
network
Groundbreaking approach to Software Defined Radio,
addressing flexibility, economies of scale, and other
benefits
Ultra-flexible radio chipsets and radio boards, covering
entirety of 5G NR Frequency Range 1
Support for maximal MIMO scaling and Massive MIMO
performance, efficiency and practicality enhancement
addressing vast range of high-performance scenarios

Benefits of final deliverables:
·
·
·
·
·

Efficiency, performance
Range of form factors, e.g., “Network in a Box”
Ease of mass-deployment, maintenance, upgrades, etc.
Automation
Others (“Impacts on the Market” slide)…

·
·

·

·

Integration and building on a custom in-house 5G core
network
Creation and integration of AI-driven spectrum and network
management framework, leveraging the spatial/temporal
and other flexibilities made possible by Flex-5G
Integration of packet-based synchronisation technology
serving areas without satellite coverage for synchronisation,
such as for private networks with indoor base stations
Creation and validation of a rigorous security framework

Who is most positively impacted?
·

·
·

Operators, end-users (incl., e.g., private network scenarios)
✔ Choice; options (scenarios, use cases)
✔ Energy saving (cost reduction)
✔ Performance, ease of deployment, equipment access
Manufacturers, software providers—equipment, apps, etc.
Various others (“Impacts on the Market” slide)
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Flex-5G project in a nutshell
“Key Project Partners”

“Project Partners”
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Our impacts on the market

· Economies of scale
Software-based, GPP. Easier creation, upgrades, adaptability/specialization of capabilities, etc.

· Reduction in number of necessary network elements
Each base station can be adapted to serve given purpose, spatially, temporally. Not, e.g., extra
components for each (possible/covered) band by the site

· “Democratisation” of the radio
Ability to adapt, build on the capabilities, further bringing down costs, increasing performances,
equipment options, etc.

· Modularity/diversification—enhancement in range/capabilities of market offerings
A given… interoperability, smaller “bite-size” components hence more players in market, etc., better
choice, performance, again cost reduction, ultimate flexible platform for Open RAN modules
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How are we doing it?

· Unique software-defined radio approach
✔ Open Source, Open APIs
✔ General accessibility
· MIMO processing innovation and MIMO scalability
· Management platform and RIC, integration and automated optimisation
· Support for timing/synchronization (far more accurate than required by
5G NR, even to level of phase synch possible—WR-PTP—distributed
antennas, COMP, beyond-5G, etc.)
· UK/in-house basis (chipsets, RF boards and hardware, also Core, etc.)
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Collaboration possibilities with Secure 5G, 5G Drive, …

· Sharing of software-defined radio hardware/capabilities/platform,
eventually software developments, etc.
· Management platform integration with other projects’ hardware
(already integrated with Lime/Flex-5G, and with major manufacturers—
used in deployments globally)—enables mass deployment
· Private networks and use cases
· Collaborative trialing
· Wide-bandwidth front-end/RF
· Again, Flex-5G is UK-based technology. Let’s build on the UK strengths
and ecosystem!
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Comp-O-Ran
Graham Currier

Project Focus
Project Lead:

Neutral Host Network Operator

Project Partners:

Intelligent Software Algorithms

Based on an Open Architecture

5G Small Cell Technology

WHY: Revolutionizing the performance and cost-

HOW: Using Intelligent Software Algorithms to capitalise

to-deploy for densified 5G New Radio (NR)

on the advancement of 5G Small Cell Technology which is

outdoor small cell clusters.

based on an Open Architecture
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Market Impact

Coordinated Multipoint Open Radio Access Network

5G NR O-RAN DISTRIBUTED MIMO

• Application of mmWave transport systems and the integration of standard
Open Radio Access Network technology
• Enabling the deployment of disaggregated multi-transmission and
reception multi-node 5G NR
• Removing the need for excessive fibre deployment, driving down capitalintensive deployment costs and reducing time to deployment
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Project Innovation

Increased Dependency on Fibre
Increased Civils work and Planning
Increased expenditure, multiple providers

Reducing Fibre Dependence
Reducing CAPEX
Reducing OPEX
e FH Lin

mmWav

k

mmWa

ve FH
L

ink
mmWave F
H Link

Core Network
(Neutral Host
Entity)
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Project Innovation: Use Case

CoMP Clusters in-fill Urban and Suburban
areas with high performance 5G at a fraction
of the cost of a new Macro or Mini-Macro
deployment

Each Fibre backhaul contains and edge DU
node that provides connectivity for up to 10
CoMP O-RAN RU’s. Delivering up to a 10km
Corridor Footprint.

Joint Transmission and Joint Reception
improve the Signal to Noise and result in
higher cell capacity and faster peaks
speeds.
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Collaboration

GET IN TOUCH
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O-RANOS
Andrew Thomas

ORANOS project in a nutshell

ORANOS with Cellnex, WeaverLabs, Parallel Wireless, Satellite
Applications Catapult, AttoCore and The University of Bristol
Create architectural blueprint for multi-domain (Private and Public) 5G
Network multi-vendor OpenRAN integration and interoperability equipped
with satellite backhaul
Cellnex and other Private Network providers will benefit from the
ability to deploy Private networks that allow Public devices (such as
ESN) connectivity
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Our Impact on the market

▪ Creating a use case to demonstrate that network resources can be shared
between a Public (MNO) and Private Networks.
▪ Create knowledge and expertise of ORAN within the UK
▪ Create a framework for implementing and deploying x/r Apps in a secure and
automated manner
▪ Demonstrate the use of software platforms to automate network integration
based on Zero Trust
▪ Demonstrate the use of Satellite backhaul for non-latency critical traffic
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How are we doing it?

• Contribute through the development of x/rApps to the supply chain
diversification
• Contribute to open interfaces with security by design brought by interdomain orchestration based on Zero-Trust
• AttoCore, combined with other supporting features, will be delivering a
R.16 5G Core with innovative capabilities to support Public/Private network
mobility/hand-over
• Backhaul multiplexer xApp which will select the backhaul network based
upon real-time measurements and pre-defined policies
• Smart RIC Handover xApp to address UEs handovers between public and
private network domains
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Collaboration possibilities with ORANOS

• Projects that wish to deploy on both Private and Public Networks
• Projects developing x/r based applications
• Projects looking to develop cybersecurity strategies for OpenRAN
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NeutrORAN
Gary Collins

NeutrORAN project in a nutshell

Project name and partners NEC NeutrORAN, NEC, Cisco and Cellnex
.
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Our Impact on the market

￥

NeutrORAN aims to Remove Digital Divides existing in the UK and rest
of world through Efficiencies and Cost Reduction utilising the Open
RAN ecosystem.
NeutrORAN aims to develop a 5G Multiple Operator, Neutral
Host Solution using Open RAN ecosystem in North West Wales
that network Operators or local Business can make use of.
NeutrORAN aims to design, build, and operate commercially
viable and sustainable mobile or FWA networks
in areas which none of the mainstream mobile operators
are serving (i.e. full not-spots)
in areas which one or more, but not all, of the mainstream
mobile operators are serving (i.e. partial not-spots)
in areas where home broadband falls way below
government minimum guidelines
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How are we doing it?
Operator
Premises
Operator
1

\

Menai
SPARC

Traffic
Aggregation
Point

NEC

Centre of
Excellence
(CoE)

Test site
Cafn Du

North-West
Wales

Operator
2
Operator
3
Operator
4

Menai SParc

Ruislip

•

Shared Neutral hosted Open RAN ecosystem allows multiple mobile operators to be connected through Open RAN architecture incorporating interconnection of
various vendor equipment.

•

The equipment can be distributed or centralised dependent on constraints within design. Above the equipment is distributed across North West Wales with Traffic
aggregation at the Menai Science Park.”
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Collaboration possibilities

Key focus areas at current stage in the POC
Consideration to collaborate around following areas;
▪ Renewable energy
▪ Sustainability
▪ Standards definition
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Lunch & networking
July 2022

Q&A Session
Robert Driver, UK5G

SONIC: how to get involved
Dritan Kaleshi

SONIC Labs introduction
Dritan Kaleshi
Director of Technology - 5G, Digital Catapult
Co-Director - SONIC Labs
Paul Ceely
Director of Technology Strategy, Digital Catapult
Co-Director - SONIC Labs
Simon Burley
Programme Director Connectivity, Ofcom
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DCMS Telecom Diversification Workshop
06 July 2022

Digital Catapult - the UK authority on advanced digital
technology.
WHAT WE DO:

Our mission is to accelerate
industry adoption of advanced
digital technologies, driving growth
in the UK economy.
We create new opportunities
through collaboration and
innovation.

Deliver specialised acceleration and innovation
programmes aligned with industry challenges and
themes

Build testbed facilities, run pilots and proof of concepts
and test new business models

Facilitate R&D projects, inform policy recommendations
and lead research on emerging tech trends
WHO WE WORK WITH:

Digital Catapult was started in 2014, as an innovation
intervention by Innovate UK, a neutral and independent
organisation with multiple sources of funding.
Government
& public
sector

Startups &
scaleups

Corporates
and
industry

Investors

Academia

Catapult
network

SmartRAN Open Network Interoperability Centre (SONIC Labs)

It is a joint programme between Digital Catapult and Ofcom to accelerate the introduction
of open network products, starting with Open RAN.
The key objective is to enable and encourage innovative vendors to participate in the UK
telecoms ecosystem and facilitate a more rapid path towards deployment in the UK.
It provides a commercially neutral collaborative environment for testing interoperability
and integration.
Carries out a programme of engagement with the telecoms ecosystem with innovative
vendors and products and potential adopters.
Examines and shares the reality of Open RAN and subsequent open, disaggregated and
software-centric network products and solutions.
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SmartRAN Open Network Interoperability Centre (SONIC Labs)
Developed with Ofcom with £15m funding from DCMS to support the UK 5G supply chain
diversification strategy and accelerate the introduction of open network products into the UK, starting
with Open RAN.

SONIC Labs
Programme of ecosystem engagement to
support, accelerate and share knowledge

New early
stage,
standalone
Open RAN
products

Commercially neutral collaborative
development environment
Technical platform for multi-vendor integration
and interoperability test and measurement

End to end
commercial,
conformance and
pre-production
testing

The key objective is to enable and encourage innovative vendors to participate in the UK telecoms ecosystem and facilitate a more rapid
path towards deployment in UK networks, by taking early stage standalone products, integrating, testing the end to end system, and
supporting commercial engagement.

SONIC Labs design principles

Neutrality
Focus on integration and interoperability
testing, with SI and State of Art lab-testing
and field-testing technical capabilities
(people and kit)
Focus on impact on the UK ecosystem
Support and align with other initiatives
Encourage new activities and innovators
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SONIC Labs - future architecture
SONIC Labs incorporates a dedicated multi-site, multi-use testbed, test and measurement
suite, and field test environments, and supporting service platforms and management systems

Different
vendors

5G User
Equipment
Radio
Unit (RU)

Management
systems

Open RAN 5G Base stations
RANIntelligent
Intelligent Controller
Controller (RIC)
RAN
(RIC)
RANIntelligent
Intelligent Controller
Controller (RIC)
RAN
(RIC)
Central
Radio
Central
Radio
Unit
Distributed
front Distributed
Unit
(CU)
(RU)
Unit
(DU)
UnitCentral
(CU)
Unit
(RU)
(DU)
Radio
Distributed
Radio
Unit haul Unit
Distributed
Central
mid
(RU)
Unit
(DU)
UnitCentral
(CU)
Unit
(RU)
Unit
(DU)
Unit
(CU)
Radio
Distributed
Radio
Unit
Distributed
Central
haul
(RU)
Unit (DU)
Unit (CU)
Unit
(RU)
Unit
(DU)
Unit
(CU)
Radio
Unit (RU)

Backhaul
Mobile Cores

Lab test

Radio
Unit (RU)

Service
platforms

Internet / cloud /
content

compute

compute

compute

Infrastructure
orchestration
Field test

Testing suite
Distributed across multiple sites, including Ofcom Digital Catapult
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SONIC Labs

Digital Catapult
London

Ofcom
London

Field Trial location to
be confirmed

SONIC Labs Architecture

Site 1: DC
RIC Vendor
1
Applicati
Applicati
ons
Applicati
ons
Applicati
ons
ons

RIC Vendor
2 (opt)

E2
Ng

Core
Network(s)

CU
Vendor 1

F1

DU
Vendor 1

FH

Uu
5G RU Vendor
1

Site 2:
Ofcom

F1

Ng

Opt: Core
Network

Ng

Opt: CU
Vendor 1

F1

DU
Vendor 2

FH

5G RU Vendor
2

Uu

Site 3: TBC
E2

RIC Vendor
1

E2
CU
Vendor 1

E2
DU
Vendor 1

F1

FH

F1
113 DU

Vendor 2

5G RU Vendor
1
5G RU Vendor
2

Uu

Procured in Phase 1

To be procured in SONIC Labs Y1

Possible procurement in
SONIC Labs Y2

VSA/VSG

Uu

O-FH
O-RU

O-DU Emulator

WG4 Conformance Test

Near & Non RT RIC

WG2/WG3 IOT and
Conformance Test (Not
Ready)

E2/O1

Data Traffic
Emulator
Lab
Test

UE Emulator

Uu

O-RU
Emulator

RF Shielded
Box
Test UE &
Benchmarki
ng Tool
Field
Test

RF Scanner/
Spectrum
Analyser

R&D Innovation Space*

Near & Non RT RIC

Reference Network Test*

O-FH
O-DU

Data Traffic
Emulator
UE
Emulator/
Test UE

RIC Tester

F1

O-CU

Ng

CN
Emulator

App
Server
Emulator

Ng

CN
Emulator

App
Server
Emulator

Near & Non RT RIC

Uu

O-FH
O-RU

O-DU

F1

O-CU

TIFG (Test using simulated UEs)
Cabled Testing
Functional Test
Performance Test
Services Test
Load Scenarios

WG2/3 IOT (Not Ready)
WG4 IOT Tests (O-FH)
WG5 IOT Tests (Xn, F1)
WG8 IOT Tests (F1, E2, O1)

Lab Test Suites & Its Automation

SONIC Lab T&M Addressing ORAN Alliance Test Specifications

Uu
Near & Non RT RIC

Uu

Uu

O-FH
O-RU

O-DU

F1

Transport Analyser

O-CU

Ng

Core
Network

App
Server

TIFG (Test using commercial
UEs)
OTA Testing
Functional Test
Performance Test
Services Test

WG4 IOT Tests (O-FH)
WG5 IOT Tests (Xn, F1)
WG8 IOT Tests (F1, E2, O1)

Test Equipment

DUT/SUT

Our activities for the next 2 years

SONIC Labs programme and facility build and
Operation

Facility enhancements and field trials
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Integration and testing of groups of Open RAN products
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INFORMATION STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Cohort 4

Cohort technical journey

Engagement, Integration, benchmarking and interoperability testing

●

Initial technical engagement

●

Integration of Open RAN gNB
system in SONIC Lab

●

Pre-integration assessment and
vendor selection

●

Benchmarking Open RAN gNB
systems in SONIC Lab

Swapability experimentation
assessment

●

Integration & Benchmarking of
Open RAN gNB systems as
per the deployment scenarios

●
●

Agreement on Low Level Design

Cohort Engagement
(3-4 months)
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INFORMATION STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Integration and
Benchmarking
(4 months)

●

First Swap Experiment

●

Second Swap Experiment

Swapability and
Experimentation
(2 months)

SONIC Labs as a UK ORAN testing facility for innovation
A unique UK capability
with sharp focus on
integration and
testing of open
networking solutions
end-to-end.
With the right
infrastructure and
technical expertise to
support industry
engagement
Foundational
capability for UK
Government Telecoms
Diversification Strategy
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Invitation for all
FRANC projects to
engage directly with
SONIC Labs and
explore becoming
part of SONIC Labs
test cohorts

Thank you

dritan.kaleshi@digicatapult.org.uk
paul.ceely@digicatapult.org.uk

digicatapult.org.uk
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Collaboration - the fundamentals of FRANC:
Softwarisation, power efficiency, security and
spectrum efficiency
Peter Whale, UK5G
Ayan Ghosh, DCMS

Ofcom
Emerging Tech
Simon Burley, Ofcom

Ofcom & SONIC Labs
Simon Burley
July 2022

Ofcom & SONIC Labs
Diversification Strategy

Programme of Work

Telecoms Supplier Diversification

Supplier Consolidation

Technology & Standards
Testbeds & Trials
Security
Policy
International
Economics

November 2020

SONIC – SmartRAN Open Network Interoperability Centre

UK Operators have limited choice when selecting
RAN equipment suppliers

Targeted & ambitious plan to diversify global
telecoms market supply
‒ Support incumbent suppliers
‒ Attract new suppliers into UK market
‒ Accelerate open-interface solutions & deployment

Working with government, industry & other
stakeholders to improve diversity & encourage
development of open, interoperable ecosystems

Thank you

Next Steps & Thank you
Kate Greenham, DCMS

